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Abstract

wizard selects an appropriate response utterance
for a context that is being updated in a dynamic
fashion as the dialogue proceeds (dynamic context
setting). The second task is geared towards gathering data for training/evaluating automatic dialogue
models, where a wizard is required to select appropriate responses (perhaps more than one) for a
context which is extracted from a human-human
dialogue. The context does not change based on
the wizard’s choices (static context setting).
A wizard tool should help with the challenges
presented by these tasks. A challenge for both
of these tasks is that if the number of utterances
in the corpus is large (e.g., more than the number of buttons that can be placed on a computer
screen), it may be very difficult for a wizard to locate appropriate utterances. For the second task of
creating human-verified training/evaluation data,
tools like NPCEditor (Leuski and Traum, 2010)
have been developed which, allow the tagging of
a many to many relationships between contexts
(approximated simply as input utterance) and responses. In other cases, a corpus of dialogues is
used to acquire the set of selectable utterances, in
which each context is followed by a single next
utterance, and many utterances appear only once.
This sparsity of data makes the selection task hard.
Moreover, it may be the case that there are many
possible continuations of a context or contexts in
which an utterance may be appropriate (DeVault
et al., 2011).
We address these needs with a semi-automated
wizard tool that allows a wizard to engage in dynamic or static context utterance selection, select
multiple responses, and use several kinds of search
tools to locate promising utterances from a large
set that can’t all be displayed or remembered. In
the next section we describe the tool and how it
can be used. Then we describe how this tool was
used to create evaluation data in the static context
setting.

We present a tool that allows human wizards to select appropriate response utterances for a given dialogue context from
a set of utterances observed in a dialogue corpus. Such a tool can be used
in Wizard-of-Oz studies and for collecting
data which can be used for training and/or
evaluating automatic dialogue models. We
also propose to incorporate such automatic
dialogue models back into the tool as an
aid in selecting utterances from a large dialogue corpus. The tool allows a user to
rank candidate utterances for selection according to these automatic models.

1

Motivation

Dialogue corpora play an increasingly important
role as a resource for dialogue system creation.
In addition to its traditional roles, such as training language models for speech recognition and
natural language understanding, the dialogue corpora can be directly used for the selection approach to response formation (Gandhe and Traum,
2010). In the selection approach, the response is
formulated by simply picking the appropriate utterance from a set of previously observed utterances. This approach is used in many wizard of
oz systems, where the wizard presses a button to
select an utterance, as well as in many automated
dialogue systems (Leuski et al., 2006; Zukerman
and Marom, 2006; Sellberg and Jönsson, 2008)
The resources required for the selection approach are a set of utterances to choose from and
optionally, a set of pairs of hcontext, response
utterancei to train automatic dialogue models. A
wizard can generate such resources by performing
two types of tasks. First is the traditional Wizardof-Oz dialogue collection, where a wizard interacts with a user of the dialogue system. Here the
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Figure 2: A Histogram for the
number of selected appropriate
responses.

Figure 1: A screenshot of the interface for the wizard data collection Figure 3: Avg. cardinality of the
set for different values of |R|.
in static context setting.

2

Wizard Tool

at that location in original human-human dialogue
(which is not available to the wizard). Wizards can
also search the set of utterances for specific keywords and the third column, Relevance, shows the
score for the search string entered by the wizards.
The last column RF stands for relevance feedback
and ranks the utterances by similarity to the utterances that have already been chosen by the wizard. This allows wizards to easily find paraphrases
of already selected response utterances. Clicking
the header of any of these columns will reorder the
utterance list by the automated score, by relevance
(assuming a search term has been entered) or by
relevance feedback (assuming one or more utterances have already been chosen).

Our wizard tool consists of several different views
(see figure 1), and is similar in some respects to the
IORelator annotation tool (DeVault et al., 2010),
but specialized to act as a wizard interface. The
first view (left pane) is a dialogue context, that
shows the recent history of the dialogue, before
the wizard’s decision point. The second view (top
right pane) shows a list of possible utterances that
can be selected from. This view can be ordered
in several different ways, as described below. Finally, there is a view of selected utterances (bottom right pane). In the case of dynamic context,
the wizard will probably only select one utterance
and then a dialogue partner will respond with a
new utterance that extends the previous context.
In the case of static evaluation, however, used for
training and/or evaluating automated selection algorithms, it is often helpful to select multiple utterances if more than one is appropriate.
To help wizards explore the set of all possible
utterances, we provide the ability to rank the utterances by various automated scores. Our configuration used in the static context task uses Score1 as
the score calculated using one of the automatic dialogue models, specifically Nearest Context model
(Gandhe and Traum, 2007) - this model orders
candidate utterances from the corpus by the similarity of their previous two utterances to the current dialogue context. Score2 is surface text similarity, computed as the METEOR score (Lavie
and Denkowski, 2009) between the candidate utterance and the actual response utterance present

3

Evaluation

We evaluated the tool by having four human volunteers (wizards) use it in order to establish an upper baseline for human-level performance in the
static context evaluation task described in (Gandhe
and Traum, 2013). Wizards were instructed in how
to use the search and relevance feedback features.
In order to not bias the wizards, they were not told
exactly what score1 and score2 indicate, but just
that the scores can be useful in search.
Each wizard is presented with a set of utterances (Utrain ) (|Utrain | ≈ 500) and is asked to
select a subset from these that will be appropriate as a response for the presented dialogue context. Each wizard was requested to select somewhere between 5 to 10 (at-least one) appropriate
responses for each dialogue context extracted from
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five different human-human dialogues. There are
a total of 89 dialogue contexts for the role that
the wizards were to play. Figure 2 shows the histogram for the number of utterances selected as
appropriate responses by the four wizards. As expected, wizards frequently chose multiple utterances as appropriate responses (mean = 7.80, min
= 1, max = 25).
To get an idea about how much the wizards
agree among themselves for this task, we calculated the overlap between the utterances selected
by a specific wizard and the utterances selected by
another wizard or a set of wizards. Let UcT be a set
of utterances selected by a wizard T for a dialogue
context c. Let R be a set of wizards (T ∈
/ R) and
R
Uc be the union of sets of utterances selected by
the set of wizards (R) for the same context c. Then
we define the following overlap measures,
|UcT ∩ UcR |
|UcT |
|U T ∩ UcR |
Jaccardc = cT
|Uc ∪ UcR |

Precisionc =

Subjectively, the wizards reported no major usability problems with the tool, and were able to
use all four utterance ordering techniques to find
appropriate utterances.

4

Future Work

Future work involves performing some formal
evaluations comparing this tool to other tools (that
are missing some of the features of this tool) in
terms of amount of time taken to make selections
and quality of the selections, using the same evaluation techniques as (Gandhe and Traum, 2013).
We also see a promising future for semiautomated selection, which blurs the line between
a pure algorithmic response and pure wizard selection. Here the wizard can select appropriate responses, which can be used by algorithms as supervised training data, meanwhile the algorithms
can be used to seed the wizard’s selection.
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